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Abstract

This paper considers a mechanism design problem for locat-
ing two identical facilities on an interval, in which an agent
can pretend to be multiple agents. A mechanism selects a pair
of locations on the interval according to the declared single-
peaked preferences of agents. An agent’s utility is determined
by the location of the better one (typically the closer to her
ideal point). This model can represent various application do-
mains. For example, assume a company is going to release
two models of its product line and performs a questionnaire
survey in an online forum to determine their detailed specs.
Typically, a customer will buy only one model, but she can
answer multiple times by logging onto the forum under sev-
eral email accounts. We first characterize possible outcomes
of mechanisms that satisfy false-name-proofness, as well as
some mild conditions. By extending the result, we completely
characterize the class of false-name-proof mechanisms when
locating two facilities on a circle. We then clarify the approx-
imation ratios of the false-name-proof mechanisms on a line
metric for the social and maximum costs.

1 Introduction

Facility location problems are traditional economic models
that represent several social choice situations, such as elec-
tions and committee voting. One of their main objectives
is to design social choice rules, or mechanisms, that satisfy
several desirable properties. In this paper, we consider locat-
ing two identical facilities on an interval in which each agent
only accesses the one closer to her ideal point, or peak. Such
a preference structure is described as single-peaked and has
several realistic applications, even for the case of two facil-
ities. For example, in September 2015, Apple Inc. released
two new models of its iPhone series; customers who pre-
fer a smaller size/weight can choose iPhone 6s, while oth-
ers who prefer a larger/higher display resolution can choose
iPhone 6s Plus.

From the perspective of mechanism design, a mechanism
is expected to satisfy an incentive property called strategy-
proofness, which requires that reporting a true preference
over the interval is a dominant strategy for each agent. Oth-
erwise, agents may have an incentive to misreport their pref-
erences and cheat on outcomes of mechanisms, which would
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result in undesirable locations. For the problem of locat-
ing a single facility, Moulin (1980) characterized a class
of strategy-proof mechanisms known as generalized me-
dian mechanisms. Heo (2013) extended this idea for locat-
ing two or more facilities and proposed a class of mech-
anisms called double median mechanisms. Sui, Boutilier,
and Sandholm (2013) suggested percentile mechanisms for
multi-dimensional and multi-facility location problems.

Another type of cheating has also been studied in mech-
anism design for open and anonymous environments. If a
mechanism is anonymous, i.e., ignoring who reports which
preference, an agent may report more than one preference
by creating and using fake identifiers (e.g., different email
addresses or repeatedly logging onto an online forum).
Such unfair practices are called false-name manipulations.
There are several discussions on mechanisms that are robust
against false-name manipulations (i.e., false-name-proof),
traditionally in combinatorial auctions (Yokoo, Sakurai, and
Matsubara 2004), more recently in such social choice situa-
tions as voting (Conitzer 2008; Wagman and Conitzer 2014),
two-sided matching (Todo and Conitzer 2013), and single-
facility locations (Todo, Iwasaki, and Yokoo 2011). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no work has considered
the case of two facilities.

In addition to these incentive issues, the quality of a mech-
anism’s outcomes is also important for evaluating it. In this
paper, we focus on two evaluation criteria. Pareto efficiency,
which is one of the most standard economic efficiency cri-
teria, requires that under any outcome from the mechanism,
it is not possible to make any agent better off without mak-
ing at least one agent worse off. Approximation analysis is
a very popular approach in algorithm design for evaluating
worst-case performance. To define an approximation factor
of mechanisms, we use the two well-studied cost functions:
the social and maximum costs.

Our contribution presented in this paper is two-fold. From
an economic perspective, we characterize possible outcomes
by false-name-proof mechanisms that also satisfy Pareto ef-
ficiency and another mild condition called peak-onlyness.
For any given preferences of agents, (i) any two cyclically-
adjacent peaks (i.e., two adjacent peaks and two extreme
peaks) can be an outcome from one such mechanism and (ii)
any such mechanism must return one of such two cyclically-
adjacent peaks as the outcome. We also clarify what loca-
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tions are possible, besides two cyclically-adjacent peaks,
without peak-onlyness. Furthermore, we consider a two-
facility location problem on a circle and completely char-
acterize the class of mechanisms by means of false-name-
proofness, Pareto efficiency, and peak-onlyness. From an al-
gorithmic perspective, we clarify the approximation ratios
of deterministic/randomized false-name-proof mechanisms
on the line metric under the two well-studied cost functions.
For the social cost, deterministically locating two facilities
at the leftmost and rightmost peaks is asymptotically op-
timal among false-name-proof mechanisms. For the maxi-
mum cost, the mechanism proposed by Procaccia and Ten-
nenholtz (2013) is false-name-proof and has a constant ap-
proximation ratio.

2 Related Works

The classical facility location problems, in which agents
have single-peaked preferences and a single facility is lo-
cated on a real line, were originally studied by Moulin
(1980). Miyagawa (2001) and Heo (2013) extended this
model for locating two facilities on a line and gave axiomatic
characterizations of the rules, or mechanisms. Another ex-
tension of the problem is locating a facility on graphs, e.g., a
circle and trees (Schummer and Vohra 2002). For the single
facility on the circle, Gordon (2007) clarified that no Pareto
efficient solution satisfies replacement-domination and pop-
ulation monotonicity, which is closely related to strategy-
proofness and false-name-proofness, respectively.

Moreover, many researches including (Procaccia and Ten-
nenholtz 2013) and (Alon et al. 2010) are interested in an-
alyzing the approximation ratios of strategy-proof mecha-
nisms for one or more facilities on a line, a circle, and trees.
More recently, locating heterogeneous facilities, i.e., each
facility is served for different purpose (Serafino and Ventre
2015), and a single facility location problem with dual pref-
erences, where some agents prefer to stay close to the facility
and the others prefer to stay away from (Zou and Li 2015),
and with double-peaked preferences, i.e., staying too close
to the facility also reduces agents’ utility (Filos-Ratsikas et
al. 2015), are much interested.

3 Preliminaries

In this paper, we consider a two-facility location problem for
locating two identical facilities on an interval. We first intro-
duce our model, which basically follows Miyagawa (2001).
Let N be a set of all potential agents, and let N ⊂ N be a
set of attending agents. Each agent i ∈ N has a continuous
preference relation Ri over closed interval I = [0, 1]. For
any locations x, y ∈ I, xRiy denotes that agent i weakly
prefers x to y. Let Pi and Ii be the strict and indifference re-
lations associated with Ri. We further assume that each Ri

is single-peaked, that is, has a unique location p(Ri) ∈ I
such that ∀x, y ∈ I, y < x ≤ p(Ri) or p(Ri) ≤ x < y im-
plies xPiy. We call this unique location p(Ri) agent i’s peak
under preference Ri. Under a single-peaked preference of
an agent, the closer the facility is to her peak, the more she
prefers it. Note that each Ri is not necessarily symmetric
around peak p(Ri), except for Section 6 in which we assume

the preferences are based on a Euclidean distance.
We now extend preference relation Ri to represent agent

i’s preference over the pairs of locations. Let X = 〈x1, x2〉
denote a pair of locations in I2. Since we assume that the
two facilities are identical, each agent’s utility is solely de-
termined by the better of the two.

Definition 1 (Preferences over Pairs of Locations). Given
any two pairs 〈x1, x2〉, 〈y1, y2〉 ∈ I2, single-peaked pref-
erence Ri satisfies 〈x1, x2〉Ri〈y1, y2〉 if and only if either
x1Riy1 ∧ x1Riy2 or x2Riy1 ∧ x2Riy2 holds.

Let R be the set of all possible single-peaked preferences.
Also, let RN = 〈Ri〉i∈N ∈ R|N | denote the preference
profile of attending agents N . For each RN ∈ R|N |, let
p(RN ) = 〈p(Ri)〉i∈N be the profile of the peaks of agents
N . We also define minimum peak p(RN ) = mini∈N p(Ri)
and maximum peak p(RN ) = maxi∈N p(Ri). Furthermore,
for a given RN , let q(RN ) be the profile of all distinct peaks
in p(RN ) sorted in ascending order: q(RN ) = 〈x ∈ I |
∃i ∈ N, x = p(Ri)〉 such that q1(RN ) < q2(RN ) < · · · <
qm(RN ), where m indicates the number of distinct peaks. In
the rest of this paper, each element in q(RN ) is indicated by
indices a, b ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, such as qa(RN ) and qb(RN ). For
both p(RN ) and q(RN ), we use symbols pi and qa instead
of p(Ri) and qa(RN ) if there is no ambiguity in the context.
We also use symbols p and p instead of p(RN ) and p(RN ).

Deterministic mechanism f :
⋃

N⊂N R|N | → I2 is a
function that associates each N ⊂ N and each RN ∈ R|N |
with a pair of distinct locations in I2. For a given RN ∈
R|N | and a deterministic mechanism f , we refer to f1(RN )
as the left location and f2(RN ) as the right location, i.e.,
f1(RN ) < f2(RN ). We use f1 and f2 instead of f1(RN )
and f2(RN ) if there is no ambiguity in the context. Simi-
larly, a randomized mechanism associates each preference
profile with a probability distribution over the set of all pos-
sible pairs of locations. We assume in this entire paper that
mechanisms are anonymous; ∀N,N ′ ⊂ N s.t. |N | = |N ′|,
∀RN ∈ R|N |, ∀π : N �� N ′, f(R′

N ′) = f(RN ) holds,
where R′

N ′ ∈ R|N ′| is such that ∀i ∈ N , R′
π(i) = Ri and

�� indicates a bijection. Under an anonymous mechanism,
its outcome depends only on declared preferences by agents
and is unaffected by their names.

Now we are ready to formally define the three proper-
ties considered in this paper: peak-onlyness (PO), Pareto ef-
ficiency (PE), and false-name-proofness (FNP) (a stronger
notion of strategy-proofness (SP)). The main purpose of this
paper is to understand the mechanisms that simultaneously
satisfy PO, PE, and FNP.

PO requires that the outcome of a mechanism only de-
pends on the peaks of agents (Heo 2013). Since it is difficult
for agents to report their exact preferences all over an in-
terval in practical situations, we introduce this property to
focus on mechanisms whose communication cost is low.

Definition 2 (Peak-onlyness). Mechanism f is peak-only if
∀N,N ′ ⊂ N s.t. |N | = |N ′|, ∀RN ∈ R|N |, ∀RN ′ ∈ R|N ′|,
p(RN ) = p(RN ′) implies f(RN ) = f(RN ′).

PE enables mechanisms to avoid outcomes in which we
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can improve at least one agent’s situation without worsening
another agent’s situation by choosing another outcome.
Definition 3 (Pareto Efficiency). Pair X ∈ I2 dominates
another pair Y ∈ I2 at preference profile RN if XRiY for
any i ∈ N and XPjY for some j ∈ N . Mechanism f is
Pareto efficient if ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N |, there exists no
pair X ∈ I2 that dominates f(RN ) at RN .

As an incentive property, SP, which has attracted much at-
tention in the literature, guarantees that reporting a true pref-
erence is a dominant strategy for every agent. FNP, which is
a stronger notion of SP, requires that for each agent, report-
ing her true preference using only one identifier is a domi-
nant strategy, even if she can use multiple identifiers.
Definition 4 (False-name-proofness). Mechanism f is false-
name-proof if ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N |, ∀i ∈ N , ∀Φi ⊂
(N \ N) ∪ {i}, ∀R′

Φi
∈ R|Φi|, f(RN )Rif(R

′
Φi
, RN\{i})

holds, where Φi( �= ∅) denotes a set of identifiers used by
agent i and R′

Φi
denotes a preference profile reported by Φi.

By setting Φi = {i}, we obtain the definition of SP.

4 Characterization of Possible Locations

In this section, we characterize the possible outcomes by
mechanisms that satisfy PO, PE, and FNP. Since we are lo-
cating two facilities, there is nothing interesting when the
number of distinct peaks is one, i.e., m = 1. Our character-
ization therefore focuses on case m ≥ 2. Before presenting
the result, we also characterize possible locations by replac-
ing FNP with SP.
Proposition 1. Let S be the set of all mechanisms that sat-
isfy PO, PE, and SP. For any N ⊂ N and any RN ∈ R|N |
s.t. m ≥ 2, it holds that

{f(RN )|f ∈ S} = {〈qa, qb〉|a, b( �= a) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}}.
Proof. (LHS ⊇ RHS) To show that LHS weakly includes
RHS, we consider the following mechanism. For given
α, β( �= α) ∈ {1, . . . , |N |}, choosing the α-th and β-th
peaks from the left side of the interval (if they coincide, we
choose the peak next to them as a second location). We can
easily see that this mechanism satisfies PO, PE, and SP.

(LHS ⊆ RHS) Now we prove the other direction. More
precisely, we derive a contradiction by assuming, without
loss of generality, that for some N ⊂ N and some RN ∈
R|N | satisfying m ≥ 2, there exists a mechanism f ∈ S s.t.
for all a ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, f1 �= qa holds. Note that any Pareto
efficient allocation must have the following property:

Observation 1 (Miyagawa, 2001). Given N ⊂ N and
RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, pair 〈x1, x2〉 with x1 < x2 is
Pareto efficient if and only if x1, x2 ∈ [p, p] and ∃i, j ∈ N
s.t. (pi, pj ∈ [x1, x2]) ∧ (x1Pix2) ∧ (x2Pjx1) hold.

Since f is Pareto efficient, for profile RN , f1, f2 ∈ [p, p]
and ∃i, j ∈ N s.t. pi, pj ∈ [f1, f2], f1Pif2, and f2Pjf1
hold. We now assume without loss of generality that for
m ≥ 3 1, q1 < f1 < q2 < f2 and that at least one

1For any RN s.t. m = 2, choosing both q1 and q2 is the only
way to satisfy PE.

agent whose peak belongs to [q2, f2] strictly prefers f1 to
f2. Here we consider a modified profile R′

N ∈ R|N | s.t.
f2P

′
kf1 and p(Rk) = p(R′

k) hold for each agent k whose
peak belongs to [q2, f2] (all the other agents have identical
preferences as in RN ). Since q(R′

N ) = q(RN ) obviously
holds, PO implies f1(R

′
N ) = f1(RN ). From PE, however,

f1(R
′
N ) = q1(R

′
N ) = q1(RN ) < f1(RN ) must hold, which

derives a contradiction.

That is, for a given profile of preferences, any pair of dis-
tinct peaks can be realized by appropriately choosing one
mechanism from S (i.e., LHS weakly includes RHS), and
more surprisingly, no outcome exists that locates at least one
facility at a point that differs from any agent’s peak (i.e.,
RHS weakly includes LHS).

Note that the second part (LHS ⊆ RHS) holds even with-
out SP. The proposition is therefore important in the sense
that, as we briefly mentioned, any pair of distinct peaks can
be realized by a mechanism in S. Actually, this point will
be highlighted in the following theorem about possible loca-
tions by false-name-proof mechanisms, which is one of our
main contributions.

Theorem 1. Let F be the set of all mechanisms that satisfy
PO, PE, and FNP. For any N ⊂ N and any RN ∈ R|N | s.t.
m ≥ 2, it holds that

{f(RN ) | f ∈ F} = {〈qa, q(a mod m)+1〉 |
a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}}. (1)

Although this theorem does not characterize the set of
mechanisms that satisfy all three properties, its strong impli-
cation restricts the possible behavior of such mechanisms.
The RHS of Eq. (1) indicates the set of pairs of cyclically-
adjacent peaks, i.e., two adjacent peaks and two extreme
peaks. This theorem states that, if we require all three prop-
erties, the two locations must be cyclically-adjacent peaks.
Compared with Proposition 1, by strengthening the incen-
tive property from SP to FNP, the number of possible out-
comes for a given profile of preferences is reduced from m-
combinations of two to m.

Proof of Theorem 1. (LHS ⊇ RHS) To show that LHS
weakly includes RHS, we now consider a parameterized
class of mechanisms. For a given parameter α ∈ I, mecha-
nism φ locates two facilities as follows: ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈
R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2,

φ(RN ;α) =

{
〈p≤α(RN ), p

>α
(RN )〉 if p ≤ α < p,

〈p(RN ), p(RN )〉 otherwise,

where p≤α(RN ) = maxi∈N{pi | pi ≤ α} and p
>α

(RN ) =

mini∈N{pi | pi > α}. It basically chooses two distinct
peaks around parameter α, except for the case of α �∈ [p, p),
in which it is located at two extreme peaks. In other words,
mechanism φ regards the line as a circle such that the two
endpoints (i.e., 0 and 1) of the interval are connected and
selects two distinct peaks around α.

For any RN , any two cyclically-adjacent peaks in q(RN )
can be realized by choosing appropriate α. The mechanism
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also obviously satisfies PO and PE by definition. Further-
more, by any manipulation with multiple fake identifiers, the
two locations by the mechanism never go beyond the two
cyclically-adjacent peaks originally around α, which suf-
fices to guarantee FNP.

(LHS ⊆ RHS) Since FNP implies SP and thus Proposi-
tion 1 holds, for any N ⊂ N , any RN ∈ R|N |, and any
f ∈ F , there exist a, b( �= a) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} such that
f1 = qa and f2 = qb. Therefore, for the sake of contradic-
tion, we assume without loss of generality that for some N
and RN satisfying m ≥ 4 2, q1 < f1 = q2 < q3 < f2 = q4.

Let M = {k ∈ N | pk = q2} and RN\M = 〈Rj〉j∈N\M .
Then either f1(RN\M ) = q4 or f2(RN\M ) = q4 holds; oth-
erwise an agent with peak q4 would be better off by adding
M as her fake identifiers. Now let x be the other location
chosen by f for RN\M , i.e., x ∈ f(RN\M ) and x �= q4.
From Proposition 1, x must also be located at an agent’s
peak in RN\M . However, any choice from RN\M is vul-
nerable against false-name manipulations; if x = q1, then
an agent with peak q3 has an incentive to manipulate. If
x = qa(RN\M ) for any a > 1, an agent with peak q1 also
has an incentive to manipulate.

5 Further Discussions

In this section, we more deeply discuss the possible out-
comes by false-name-proof mechanisms for two-facility lo-
cation problems. We first investigate how the space of the
possible outcomes changes when PO is ignored. We then
consider a different problem where a mechanism locates two
facilities on a circle, and show a complete characterization
of our proposed mechanisms.

5.1 Without Peak-Onlyness

Although we introduced the property of PO as an impor-
tant restriction in practical situations, it is still worth clari-
fying what other locations are possible if we can eliminate
PO, e.g., when agents have enough knowledge as well as
more informative bidding language, to represent their com-
plete preferences. Here we show the following characteri-
zation of the set of possible locations by mechanisms that
satisfy PE and FNP. For a given profile of preferences and
a mechanism f that satisfies PE and FNP, if two locations
are not cyclically-adjacent, i.e., there exist peaks between f1
and f2, then either f1 is the left peak or f2 is the right peak.

Proposition 2. Assume f satisfies PE and FNP. For any
N ⊂ N and any RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, if there exists
some i ∈ N s.t. pi ∈ (f1, f2), then either f1 = p or f2 = p
holds.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, we assume that ∃N ⊂
N , ∃RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 4 3, mechanism f exists, which
satisfies PE and FNP, that satisfies pi ∈ (f1, f2) for some

2For any RN s.t. 2 ≤ m ≤ 3, any pair of distinct locations is
automatically cyclically-adjacent.

3For any RN s.t. 2 ≤ m ≤ 3, from PE, we can easily see that
Proposition 2 is satisfied.

i ∈ N and both f1 �= p and f2 �= p. Now we partition the
set of agents N into the following four subsets:

A1 = {i ∈ N | pi ∈ [0, f1)},
A2 = {i ∈ N | pi ∈ (f2, 1]},
B1 = {i ∈ N | pi ∈ [f1, f2], f1Pif2},
B2 = {i ∈ N | pi ∈ [f1, f2], f2Pif1}.

By definition, A1, A2, B1, B2 �= ∅.
Step 1: We first add agent k ∈ N \N who is indifferent

between f1 and f2 (i.e., f1Ikf2). Such an agent must have
peak pk ∈ (f1, f2). We can see that f(RN , Rk) = f(RN );
otherwise at least one agent benefits by adding such a k as
her fake identifier.

Step 2: We then remove both B1 and B2. Let f ′
1 and f ′

2
be the two locations of the mechanism for set A1∪A2∪{k}.
Now we show that either (i) (f ′

1 ∈ [0, f1)) ∧ (f ′
2 = f2) or

(ii) (f ′
2 ∈ (f2, 1])∧ (f ′

1 = f1) holds. First, if f ′
1, f

′
2 ∈ [0, pk]

(resp. f ′
1, f

′
2 ∈ [pk, 1]), some agent in A2 (resp. in A1) has an

incentive to add B1 ∪ B2. Therefore, it must hold that f ′
1 ≤

pk ≤ f ′
2. Next, if f ′

1 ∈ (f1, pk] (resp. f ′
2 ∈ [pk, f2)), some

agent in A1 (resp. in A2) has an incentive to add B1 ∪ B2.
Therefore, it must hold that f ′

1 ∈ [0, f1] and f ′
2 ∈ [f2, 1].

Finally, if both f ′
1 = f1 and f ′

2 = f2 hold, PE is violated.
Similarly, if both f ′

1 ∈ [0, f1) and f ′
2 ∈ (f2, 1] hold, agent k

has an incentive to add B1 ∪ B2. Combining all the above,
we have either (i) or (ii).

Step 3: For (i), return B1 to the mechanism and let f ′′
1 , f

′′
2

be the two locations for set A1∪A2∪B1∪{k}. By the same
argument from Step 2, f ′′

1 ≤ pk ≤ f ′′
2 , f ′′

1 ∈ [0, f1] and
f ′′
2 ∈ [f2, 1] hold. If f ′′

1 ∈ [0, f1) (resp. f ′′
2 ∈ (f2, 1]) holds,

some agent in B1 (resp. in A2) has an incentive to add B2

(resp. B1 in the Step 2 situation). Thus, it must be the case
that f ′′

1 = f1 and f ′′
2 = f2. However, no agent exists who

strictly prefers f ′′
2 to f ′′

1 and whose peak belongs to [f ′′
1 , f

′′
2 ],

which violates PE. A similar argument follows for (ii).

Actually, the following mechanism satisfies both PE and
FNP, and can locate two facilities at two peaks that are
not cyclically-adjacent. The main idea comes from a well-
known class of mechanisms called target rules, which was
originally designed as a parameterized class of mechanisms
that respect population monotonicity (Ching and Thomson
1997). It is also a unique class of mechanisms that satisfy
PE and FNP (Todo, Iwasaki, and Yokoo 2011) for single-
facility location problems.

Mechanism 1. For a given parameter α ∈ I, let τ :⋃
N⊂N R|N | → I be a function s.t.

τ(RN ;α) =

⎧⎨
⎩
p if α ≤ p,

p if α ≥ p,

α otherwise.

For a given parameter α ∈ I, mechanism π locates two
facilities as follows: ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2,

π(RN ;α) = 〈p, τ(〈Ri | i ∈ N s.t. α′Pip〉;α′)〉,
where α′ = τ(R{i∈N |p(Ri)�=p};α).
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This mechanism locates the first facility at p. The second
facility is located as follows. First, target point α is updated
to α′ = τ(R{i∈N |p(Ri)�=p};α). Then we apply function τ

to this revised α′ and the agents who strictly prefer α′ over
p. Since PE and FNP of the mechanism can be straightfor-
wardly proved, we omit the proof.

5.2 Characterization on a Circle

In this subsection, we consider the two-facility location
problem on a circle C ⊂ R2 with perimeter 1. The main
idea here is to apply the mechanism introduced in the proof
of Theorem 1. Here we completely characterize the mecha-
nisms by means of FNP, PE, and PO.

To define the two-facility location problem on a circle, we
first need to introduce several notions. For a given circle C
with perimeter 1 and any two points x, y( �= x) ∈ C, we
define closed interval [x, y] as the set of (infinitely many)
points from x to y along the circle in a counter-clockwise
direction, i.e., [x, y] �= [y, x]. We also define [x, y) as [x, y]\
{y}, (x, y] as [x, y]\{x}, and (x, y) as [x, y]\{x, y}. Notice
that [x, x] = {x}, [x, x) = (x, x] = C. For any x ∈ C and
any l ∈ [0, 1], let x + l (resp. x − l) be the position that
is length l away from position x in counter-clockwise (resp.
clockwise) direction. Notice that x+ 1 = x− 1 = x.

Now we re-define the preferences of agents. Each agent
i ∈ N is assumed to have a general single-peaked preference
Ri over circle C. More formally, each agent i with preference
Ri has a peak p(Ri) ∈ C and a dip d(Ri) ∈ C such that
∀x, y ∈ C, d(Ri) ≤ y < x ≤ p(Ri) or p(Ri) ≤ x <
y ≤ d(Ri) implies xPiy. Let R be the set of all general
single-peaked preferences over the circle. According to this,
a mechanism f is defined as f :

⋃
N⊂N R|N | → C2, which

maps a given preference profile to a location of two facilities
on the circle. PE and FNP are straightforwardly extended.
PO can also be extended so that the decision only depends
on the agents’ peaks, i.e., independent from their dips.

We are now ready to describe one of the main contribu-
tions of this paper. In contrast to the case of the line, any
mechanism that satisfies all three properties must behave in
the same manner as the mechanism introduced in the proof
of Theorem 1, and no other mechanism simultaneously sat-
isfies these properties. Here we first explicitly define the
mechanism, which is followed by its characterization result.
Mechanism 2. Consider a circle C. For a given parameter
α ∈ C, mechanism ϕCCW locates two facilities as follows:
∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2,

ϕCCW (RN ;α) = 〈p(Ri∗), p(Rj∗)〉,
where 〈i∗, j∗〉 ∈ argmin〈i,j〉∈N2 |[pi, pj)| s.t. α ∈ [pi, pj).

If there exists some agent whose peak is at α, the mecha-
nism described by Mechanism 2 locates one facility at α and
the other at the closest peak to α in a counter-clockwise di-
rection. By replacing [pi, pj) of Mechanism 2 with (pi, pj ],
we can obtain mechanism ϕCW , which locates one facility
at α and the other at closest peak to α in a clockwise direc-
tion if some agent exists at α.
Theorem 2. When m ≥ 2, mechanism f satisfies PO, PE,
and FNP on a circle if and only if f = ϕCCW or f = ϕCW .

Figure 1: No other peak exists in Cf (RN ).

Theorem 2 is proved by Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Lemma 1. Assume f satisfies PO, PE, and FNP. Then
∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, ∃i, j ∈ N s.t.
f(RN ) = 〈pi, pj〉 and (∀k ∈ N , pk ∈ [f1, f2]) ∨ (∀k ∈ N ,
pk ∈ [f2, f1]) hold.

Lemma 1 means that the two locations must be at adjacent
peaks on the circle, assuming that a mechanism satisfies the
three properties. We omit the proof since it closely resembles
the proof of Theorem 1.

Here, for any m ≥ 3, let Cf (RN ) be the interval of the
two locations, returned by mechanism f for given N ⊂ N
and RN ∈ R|N |, such that there exist no other peaks be-
tween them. Notice that when m = 2, we define Cf (RN ) =
C. From Lemma 1, such an interval Cf (RN ) is uniquely de-
termined (Fig. 1, for example).

Lemma 2. Assume f satisfies PO, PE, and FNP. Then
∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, ∀M ⊂ N \ N ,
∀RM ∈ R|M |, Cf (RN , RM ) ⊆ Cf (RN ) holds.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, we assume that ∃N ⊂
N , ∃RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, ∃M ⊂ N \ N , ∃RM ∈
R|M |, Cf (RN , RM ) � Cf (RN ) holds. This implies that
either f1(RN , RM ) /∈ Cf (RN ) or f2(RN , RM ) /∈ Cf (RN )
holds. From PO and the fact that p(Ri) /∈ Cf (RN ) \
{f1(RN ), f2(RN )} holds for any i ∈ N , the existence of
agent i′ ∈ N such that f(RN , RM )Pi′f(RN ) is guaranteed,
which obviously violates FNP.

Lemma 3. Assume f satisfies PO, PE, and FNP. Then there
exists an α ∈ C such that the following holds:

∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2, α ∈ Cf (RN ).

Proof. Since the set N is sufficiently large and any point in
C can be the peak of a preference, Cf (RN ) converges to a
certain point α ∈ C as N goes to N ; limN→N Cf (RN ) =
α. Here, obviously from Lemma 2, such a parameter α must
be in Cf (RN ) for any N and RN .

Lemma 4. Assume f satisfies PO, PE, and FNP. Then there
exists an α ∈ C such that either of the following holds:

(i) ∀N , ∀RN s.t. m ≥ 2, ∃δ > 0, [α, α+ δ] ⊆ Cf (RN ),
(ii) ∀N , ∀RN s.t. m ≥ 2, ∃δ > 0, [α− δ, α] ⊆ Cf (RN ).

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, we assume that the
negation of the consequence holds for some N ⊂ N and
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Det. Rand.

Social cost UB: |N | − 2 UB: |N | − 2
LB: |N | − 2 LB: Ω(|N |)

Maximum cost UB: 2 UB: 5/3
LB: 2 LB: 3/2

Table 1: Approx. ratios achieved by false-name-proof mech-
anisms for the two-facility location problem on the line. UB
and LB stand for upper and lower bounds, respectively.

RN ∈ R|N |. Combining it with Lemma 3, we obtain
Cf (RN ) = {α} for such N and RN . However, since m ≥ 2
holds for RN , Cf (RN ) contains at least two distinct points,
which derives a contradiction.

It is obvious that if case (i) (or case (ii)) of Lemma 4 holds,
the only mechanism is ϕCCW (or ϕCW ).

6 Two Facilities in the Line Metric Space

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the locations based
on the approximation ratio for the social cost and the max-
imum cost, both of which have attracted much research at-
tention in algorithmic game theory. The basic idea is that
we quantify the cost of agents by assuming that each one
has a cost function based on the distance over interval I. A
summary of the result in this section is presented in Table 1,
where our contribution is emphasized in boldface.

Here we define the cost function of each agent. Given
N ⊂ N and RN ∈ R|N |, the cost of agent i with peak pi un-
der deterministic mechanism f is its distance to the nearest
facility, i.e., c(pi, f(RN )) = min{|pi − f1|, |pi − f2|}. The
expected cost of agent i under randomized mechanism f is
also defined as c(pi, f(RN )) = EX∼f(RN )c(pi, X), where
f(RN ) is a probability distribution over I2 and X ∈ I2 is
a realization from f(RN ). Given N ⊂ N and RN ∈ R|N |,
the social cost and the maximum cost under determinis-
tic/randomized mechanism f are defined as follows:

ΓSC(f,RN ) =
∑
i∈N

c(pi, f(RN )),

ΓMC(f,RN ) = max
i∈N

c(pi, f(RN )).

Mechanism f has approximation ratio γ ≥ 1 with regard to
objective function Γ if for any N ⊆ N and RN ∈ R|N |,

Γ(f,RN ) ≤ γ · Γ∗(RN )

holds, where Γ∗(RN ) is the optimal solution for RN .

6.1 Social Cost

In deterministic mechanisms, the extreme peaks mechanism,
which locates two facilities at the leftmost and rightmost
peaks with probability one, achieves an approximation ra-
tio of |N |− 2 for the social cost (Procaccia and Tennenholtz
2013). Moreover, the extreme peaks mechanism is the only
deterministic, anonymous, strategy-proof mechanism that
has a bounded approximation ratio for two-facility location
problems with |N | ≥ 5 agents (Fotakis and Tzamos 2013).

Since FNP is more restrictive, any deterministic false-name-
proof mechanism must have an approximation ratio of at
least |N | − 2. Also, the extreme peaks mechanism satis-
fies FNP since it is a special instance of the mechanism de-
scribed in the proof of Theorem 1. The bound of |N | − 2 is
therefore tight for deterministic false-name-proof ones.

For randomized strategy-proof mechanisms, a lower
bound of 1.045 and an upper bound of 4 have been ob-
tained (Lu, Wang, and Zhou 2009; Lu et al. 2010). Here we
show that any randomized false-name-proof mechanism has
an approximation ratio of Ω(|N |) for the social cost. Thus,
the extreme peaks mechanism is asymptotically optimal for
the social cost among false-name-proof mechanisms.
Theorem 3. Any randomized false-name-proof mechanism
has an approximation ratio of Ω(|N |) for the social cost.

Proof. First, consider a set of agents N ′ s.t. |N ′| = 3
and a profile RN ′ s.t. p(RN ′) = 〈0, 0.5, 1〉. Any ran-
domized mechanism can be represented as a distribution
over some deterministic mechanisms. Each deterministic
mechanism obviously has the social cost of at least 0.5
for profile RN ′ . Thus, any randomized mechanism f also
has the social cost of at least 0.5 for RN ′ . Here we
assume without loss of generality that c(0, f(RN ′)) ≥
0.5/3. Next, consider a new profile RN of agents N s.t.
p(RN ) = 〈0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

|N |−2

, 0.5, 1〉. From FNP, it must be the case

that c(0, f(RN )) ≥ c(0, f(RN ′)) ≥ 0.5/3. Thus, the social
cost for profile RN is at least 0.5 · (|N | − 2)/3. The optimal
social cost for RN is obviously 0.5, and the approximation
ratio is at least (|N | − 2)/3.

6.2 Maximum Cost

We next discuss the maximum cost of false-name-proof
mechanisms. For deterministic ones, the tight bound of 2 ob-
tained by Procaccia and Tennenholtz (2013) for a strategy-
proof mechanism is carried over to our setting. Furthermore,
they got a lower bound of 3/2 for randomized strategy-proof
mechanisms and suggested a randomized mechanism that
achieves an approximation ratio of 5/3 for the maximum
cost. Now we show that it satisfies FNP.
Mechanism 3. Given a profile RN ∈ R|N |, let us define

lb = max
i∈N

{pi | pi ≤ (p+ p)/2},
rb = min

i∈N
{pi | pi ≥ (p+ p)/2},

dist = max{lb − p, p− rb}.
Mechanism ψ locates two facilities as follows: ∀N ⊂ N ,
∀RN ∈ R|N | s.t. m ≥ 2,

ψ(RN ) =

⎧⎨
⎩
〈p, p〉 with prob. 1/2,
〈p+ dist/2, p− dist/2〉 with prob. 1/3,
〈p+ dist, p− dist〉 with prob. 1/6.

Theorem 4. Mechanism 3 satisfies FNP.
Theorem 4 is proved by Lemmas 5 and 6. Lemma 5 is

derived from Theorem 1 of Bu (2013), who showed that a
mechanism satisfying anonymity, SP, and population mono-
tonicity satisfies FNP.
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Lemma 5. Assume f satisfies anonymity and SP. f satisfies
FNP if and only if ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈ R|N |, ∀i ∈ N , ∀i′ ∈
N \N , ∀Ri′ ∈ R, c(pi, f(RN )) ≤ c(pi, f(RN , Ri′)) holds.

This means that to verify whether an anonymous and
strategy-proof mechanism satisfies FNP, it suffices to fo-
cus only on one additional identifier. The following lemma
shows that under Mechanism 3, no agent can be better off
by just adding one identifier.
Lemma 6. Let f be Mechanism 3. Then ∀N ⊂ N , ∀RN ∈
R|N |, ∀i ∈ N , ∀i′ ∈ N \ N , ∀Ri′ ∈ R, c(pi, f(RN )) ≤
c(pi, f(RN , Ri′)) holds.

Proof. Mechanism 3 determines the outcome depending
only on the distinct peaks of the agents. Even if we add
a preference R∗

i′ of agent i′ s.t. p(R∗
i′) = p(Ri), the out-

come does not change, i.e., f(RN ) = f(RN , R∗
i′), and

thus c(pi, f(RN )) = c(pi, f(RN , R∗
i′)). Since it satisfies

SP, agent i′ has no beneficial misreport of preference; for
any Ri′ ∈ R, c(pi, f(RN , R∗

i′)) ≤ c(pi, f(RN , Ri′)) holds.
This coincides with the desired equation.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated false-name-proof mechanisms
for the two-facility location problem from two points of
view. From an economic perspective, we characterized the
possible outcomes by false-name-proof mechanisms on a
line and fully characterized the class of false-name-proof
mechanisms on a circle. From an algorithmic perspective,
we investigated the approximation ratios of the determinis-
tic/randomized false-name-proof mechanisms for both so-
cial and maximum costs on a line metric. One of our future
directions is to consider the problem with three or more fa-
cilities. Also, on a circle, whether false-name-proof mech-
anisms exist with a bounded approximation ratio remains
an open question. It would also be interesting to design
false-name-proof mechanisms on trees and general multi-
dimensional spaces.
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